Now On DVD & Blu-Ray
House At The End Of The Street Jennifer Lawrence (The Hunger Games) and
Elisabeth Shue star in this edge-of-your-seat horror hit packed with
heart-pounding thrills and gripping suspense. Newly divorced Sarah (Shue)
and her teenage daughter Elissa (Lawrence) have just moved to the suburbs
for a fresh start. But their hopes quickly shatter as they learn that, years
earlier, a grisly murder took place next door when a deranged girl killed her
parents and disappeared. The girl's older brother Ryan (Max Thieriot) still
occupies the house, and when he befriends Elissa, his secretive past could
become her worst nightmare! Fox
The Assassins A Three Kingdoms-era palace and fortress filled with
murderous intrigue. Everyone had their reasons for wanting (Cao Cao) Chow
Yun Fat's character dead, a character that was none other than the Three
Kingdom's most notorious warlord. Well Go USA
Pathfinders In The Company of Strangers Untold and lost history. A true
story of the American Pathfinders, the volunteer paratroopers whose deadly
mission was to land 30 minutes before the Normandy invasion, locate and
mark strategic "drop zones" and set up the top-secret navigation equipment
needed to guide the main airborne assault on D-Day. Stars Michael Conner
Humphreys, Christopher Serrone and Suzanne Owens-Duval. Inception
He-Man and the Masters of the the Universe Season 2 Follow the mythical
adventures of Prince Adam whose secret identity is He-Man, the most
powerful being in the universe. Together with a loyal band of followers-Cringer, Man-At-Arms, Teela, Orko and the Sorceress ... He-Man is the only
man to thwart evil and stop Eternia from plunging into darkness forever. It's
up to He-Man to protect Castle Grayskull from the evil clutches of his
skull-faced nemesis Skeletor and his evil army of super villains. This collection presents Season Two in its entirety ... 65 episodes! Bonus Features
include 50 character profiles, 3 documentary featurettes, 6 episode
commentaries, DVD-ROM scripts and more! Mill Creek
Johnny Test Season 3 & 4 Chronicles the adventures of a fearless 11-year old
boy, his genetically engineered super talking dog Dukey, and his 13-year old
super genius scientist twin sisters Susan and Mary; who use Johnny as their
guinea pig for their out-of-this-world scientific experiments. When it comes
to adventures, Johnny and his souped-up super mutt are a team obsessed
with pushing the limits: speed limits, time limits, physical limits, you name it!
This action-packed DVD collection contains all 39 episodes from the 3rd and
4th seasons of this award-winning Cartoon Network hit series! Mill Creek
Johnny Test Save The World 10 Episodes Take one part spiky hair, two parts
genius sisters, a dash of talking dog, mix thoroughly and the result is an
action-packed animated series about a boy willing to try anything in the
name of science. Johnny is the ultimate test pilot where no mission is too
insane, no challenge is too great, no villain is too menacing ... and no
sister-created concoction is too wild. As long as his dog Dukey comes along,
Johnny gives it a go! This out-of-this-world compilation DVD contains 10
hilarious episodes from this top-rated animated series! Mill Creek
3rd Rock From The Sun Season One John Lithgow, Kristen Johnston, French
Stewart, Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Jane Curtin star in this eight-time Emmy
winning sitcom! Four extra-terrestrials suddenly materialize in the college
town of Rutherford, Ohio. Disguised as humans, they name themselves the
Solomons - Dick , Sally, Tommy, and Harry. On the surface, this family
functions as normal as possible, but underneath they out of sync with every
person on the planet. Their mission from The Big Giant Head is to study a
confusing planet and its confounding inhabitants while trying to gain
acceptance on Earth. Welcome to Earth, Baby! Starring: John Lithgow
(Sherk), Kristen Johnston (Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me), French
Stewart, Joseph Gordon-Levitt (500 Days of Summer), Jane Curtin (SN’L),
Simbi Khali, Elmarie Wendel, Wayne Knight (Seinfeld) and loaded with bonus
features, Interview with the entire cast, Bloopers, 3rd Rock: Behind the
Scenes min-documentary and Season One Highlights! Mill Creek
Roseanne Season One Who Doesn’t Love A Domestic Goddess?! Roseanne
is the glue the keeps the Conner family together as they struggle with life's
essential problems: Marriage, Children, Money and Parents. Both Roseanne
and Dan work hard, but can never seem to get out debt ... a typical, bluecollar American family. Season One highlights unconventional parenting
methods of Roseanne and Dan Conner who generate tons of laughs in this
hit sitcom. Featuring a lunch box of bonus features: An interview with John
Goodman, Blooper reel, Roseanne on Roseanne featurette and season one
highlight reel. Starring: Emmy Award Winner Roseanne, Golden Globe
Winner John Goodman, Sara Gilbert, three time Emmy Award Winner Laurie
Metcalf, Michael Fishman and Lecy Goranson. Guest Starring: Natalie West,
George Clooney, Ned Beatty, Estelle Parsons and Fred Thompson. Mill Creek
Roseanne Season 2 Roseanne Conner is a blue-collar working mom and
she’s got a personality as big as life! For years she has worked eight hours a
day trying to keep a regular paycheck. Her job doesn’t stop there. Besides
tending to her home in Lanford, Illinois, she got another full-time occupation: taking care of husband, Dan and their three kids – Becky, Darlene and
D.J. Watch the Conner family as they deal with everyday problems like
juggling work, family and trying to make ends meet. The Conners know how
to stick together and are a real family, with comical antics along with
dramatic moments. Roseanne and Dan are always there for each other and
their trio of children, as they watched them grow up, fall in love and make
good and bad decisions. In Season Two watch the Conners take on the
school council, police a coed party, lock-up the liquor cabinet and more. Mill
Creek
Roseanne 10 Fan Favorite Esisodes Unprecedented honesty, attitude and
flat-out hilarity in this Fan Favorite Collection! Grab the popcorn, multicolored afghan and remote for this couch-potato favorite collection featuring 10 of the best episodes from Roseanne. Jam packed with guest stars this
collection includes musical moments, drugs, the police, a funeral and a
birthday party ... there's something for everyone! Mill Creek
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Now Is Good Tessa Scott (Dakota Fanning, The Twilight Saga) knows her days are
numbered, so she dives headlong through every wild, crazy act of teenage
rebellion that she can dream up. Her daring to-do list leads her to being arrested
and creating chaos in her family but her boldness helps her find love with Adam
(Jeremy Irvine). Don't miss this intoxicating tale of light in the darkest hour,
based on Jenny Downham's controversial, award-winning best-seller Before I
Die. Vivendi
The Wise Kids A vivid, dynamic Southern coming-of-age drama, The Wise Kids
takes place in the transitional space between high school and college, when life
seems to be all questions and no answers, and the future is scarily wide open. Set
in and around a Charleston, SC Baptist church, weaving through this ensemble
piece are three main characters - Brea, an introspective pastor's daughter
experiencing debilitating doubt, the hyperactive Laura, Brea's best friend and a
devout believer, and Tim, the open-hearted son of a single father, confronting his
homosexuality for the first time. Wolfe
The Pirates: Band of Misfits Set sail for a fun-filled voyage and hilarious pirate
antics with the biggest Band of Misfits on the seven seas! When the infamous
Pirate Captain (Hugh Grant) is shunned once again by his rivals Black Bellamy
and Cutlass Liz, he sets his sights to win the coveted Pirate of the Year Award!
With his trusted dodo, Polly and rag-tag crew at his side, the Pirate Captain will
need to battle a diabolical queen, save a young scientist and never lose sight of
what a pirate loves best: Adventure! Sony
Green Lantern Rise of the Red Lanterns Green Lantern is back in DC's radiant,
all-new CGI animated series! Sworn to protect, the Green Lantern Corps patrols
the galaxy fighting evil. But in the farthest reaches of deep space where few
Lanterns patrol, a new evil is rising - the Red Lanterns! Atrocitus and his
henchmen, Zilius Zox and Razer, will stop at nothing to gain revenge on The
Guardians of the Universe. Upon learning this news, Hal Jordan and fellow
Lantern Kilowog defy the Guardians and board a new experimental spacecraft,
the Interceptor, and race to the Guardian Frontier to face the evil Red Lanterns
head-on! Tune in to this groundbreaking new series, and see if the Green Lantern
Corps can stop this ominous threat - the Rise Of The Red Lanterns! Warner
Battleground When a violent bank robbery goes wrong, six criminals escape
with their lives and $3.2 million in cash. Their hideout: a remote hunting cabin,
and secret underground tunnels in the woods. The occupant: a Vietnam vet with
a score to settle. Their chances of getting out alive: not so good. Well Go USA
The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel An award-winning, all-star cast, led by Judi
Dench, Bill Nighy, Tom Wilkinson, and Maggie Smith, lights up this "buoyant
comedy laced with genuine emotion." (Peter Travers, Rolling Stone) When seven
cash-strapped seniors decide to "outsource" their retirement to a resort in far-off
India, friendship and romance blossom in the most unexpected ways. Smart,
life-affirming and genuinely charming, The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel is a "true
classic that reminds us that it's never too late to find love and a fresh beginning
at any age.” Fox
WWII: Waking the Sleeping Giant This amazing collection of World War II
documentaries features stories of the American response to the attack on Pearl
Harbor by the Empire of Japan on December 7, 1941. Filmed and narrated by
some of Hollywood's finest, such as John Ford and Ronald Reagan, these classic
narratives highlight battles throughout the Pacific theater as the Allies attempt
to drive back the Imperial Japanese forces, which has conquered much of the
Pacific islands and Asia. Witness the strength of the American armed forces as
they rise up to face the aggressive foes of freedom and democracy. Mill Creek
Glee - Season 3 Season Three of the electrifying, award-winning series finds the
Gleeks headed for the Nationals and graduation! As younger members join New
Directions, others are about to begin exciting, if uncertain, lives outside it.
Featuring some of television's most enthralling song and dance numbers,
including memorable hits from the legendary Michael Jackson, Glee continues
to earn its place in the hearts of viewers around the world. Fox
Darling Companion In Darling Companion, Beth (Diane Keaton) saves a
bedraggled lost dog from the side of the freeway on a wintry day in Denver.
Struggling with her distracted, self-involved husband Joseph (Kevin Kline) and
an empty nest at home, Beth forms a special bond with the rescued animal.
When Joseph loses the dog after a wedding at their vacation home in the
Rockies, the distraught Beth enlists the help of the few remaining guests and a
mysterious young woman (Ayelet Zurer) in a frantic search. Each member of the
search party is affected by the adventure, which takes them in unexpected
directions - comic, harrowing, sometimes deeply emotional and ultimately
towards love. Sony
Happy Endings Season 2 Crank landlords, nosy childhood friends, Brozilians,
gym bullies, sexy Halloween costumes, racist parrots, Happy Endings: The
Complete Second Season offers more, more, more of the hit series about six best
friends navigating life and love in Chicago's hip downtown. Alex (Elisha Cuthbert,
TV's 24) and Dave (Zachary Knighton, TV's FlashForward) become real friends
again (with - whoops! - benefits?). Jane (Eliza Coupe, TV's Scrubs) hilariously tests
out her maternal instincts while hubby Brad (Damon Wayans Jr., TV's The
Underground) unwittingly gets a "work wife." Max (Adam Pally) actually lands
the perfect boyfriend that the gang falls in love with. Meanwhile, "The Year of
Penny" is off to a rocky start as Penny (Casey Wilson, TV's Saturday Night Live)
struggles with everything from birthday curses to '80s-themed scavenger hunts.
Another round of laughs, please, for the funniest show on TV! Sony
The Streets of San Francisco Season 4 Vol. 1 & 2 Lt. Mike Stone (Karl Malden)
and Inspector Steve Keller (Michael Douglas) return to The Streets Of San
Francisco for Season 4, Volume 1 of this popular crime-drama. The dynamic
relationship between the longtime cop-turned-homicide detective and his
whip-smart protégé takes a serious turn as they pursue an ever-widening circle
of devious prison-gang kingpins, murderous land developers, female vigilantes
and narcs gone bad. But whether it's calming turf wars of chasing leads, they're
committed to keeping the Golden Gate city a safer place for all. Filmed entirely
on location in California's premier City By The Bay, this acclaimed series never
fails to deliver the action. Digitally remastered on 3 discs, this 12-episode
collection proves that these Streets are one-of-a-kind. The Streets of San
Francisco spring to life on DVD in the final 11 episodes of Season Four. This 3-disc
set captures the energy and excitement of the city with a wealth of compelling
stories and intriguing guest stars. At the center of it all, veteran cop turned
Homicide Detective Mike Stone (Karl Malden) and his savvy young partner,
Inspector Steve Keller (Michael Douglas), return to take on The Barbary Coast's
toughest crimes and most hardened criminals. Paramount/CBS
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Apartment 143 A team of parapsychologists sets out to investigate a series
of anomalous phenomena taking place in a newly occupied apartment.
Telephone calls with no caller, mysterious shadows, extraordinary light
emissions, flying objects, and exploding light bulbs, are some of the events
they will face while recording their every step with state-of-the-art
technology. Using infra-red filming, digital photography, psychophonic
recordings, movement detectors, and magnetic field alteration meters, the
group's attempts to contact the "other side" will grow increasingly
dangerous as they near a point of no return. Magnolia
Lola vs. Love Lola The World When 29-year-old Lola (Gerwig) is dumped by
her fiancé Luke (Joel Kinnaman) just three weeks before the wedding, she
embarks on an emotional, year-long adventure of self-discovery filled with
love, loss, hilarity and heartache. Guided (and often misguided) by the
well-meaning advice of her close friends and eccentric parents, Lola's
chaotic journey en route to the big 3-0 proves that a single tumultuous year
can yield the lessons of a lifetime. Fox
Fringe Season 4 Who are you? After sacrificing himself to save both worlds,
Peter mysteriously returns to ours. But he has been forgotten - by Olivia, by
Walter, by everyone. It's as if he never existed. At the same time,
shapeshifters controlled by an unknown master begin an onslaught of
destruction, and now the two former enemy universes must cooperate to
defy a common foe. Fringe's thrilling 22-episode fourth season continues
the inspired series' synthesis of astounding phenomena, baffling secrets and
dramatic, character-driven stories. And in this season, events may prove that
the most powerful force in our universe - or theirs - is not a doomsday
device, not a paranormal force, but human love. Warner
Where Do We Go Now? et in a remote village where the church and the
mosque stand side by side, Where Do We Go Now? follows the antics of the
town's women to keep their blowhard men from starting religious war.
Women heartsick over sons, husbands and fathers lost to previous flare-ups
unite to distract their men with clever ruses, from faking a miracle to hiring a
troupe of Ukrainian dancers. Sony
The Ultimate Civil War Series - 7 Part Series Between 1861 and 1865, this
epic American story of struggle and survival was written in blood, and in this
series is told mostly from first-hand accounts and in the spoken words of the
participants themselves, through their diaries, letters, and memoirs. The
series concludes with Lee's surrender at Appomattox Court House and the
surrender of the western Confederate Army to Sherman in North Carolina in
the spring of 1865. It then explores the legacy of slavery and the
consequences and meaning of a war that transformed the country forever.
The series starts from the birth of the abolitionist movement and the wars
over slavery in Kansas and Harper’s Ferry, through the election of President
Abraham Lincoln and the firing on Fort Sumter. This series covers all the
major battles to the death of President Lincoln and the beginnings of
Reconstruction. The series concludes with Lee’s surrender at Appomattox
Court House and the surrender of the western Confederate Army to
Sherman in North Carolina in the spring of 1865. It then explores the legacy
of slavery and the consequences and meaning of a war that transformed the
country forever. Mill Creek
Rin-Tin-Tin 8 Classic Movies Rin Tin Tin is an amazing dog brought to
America after WWII who became a Hollywood star and loved by fans
everywhere. He could perform amazing stunts, jumping thirteen feet into
the air, scaling fences and climbing trees. Experience Rin Tin Tin in action in
these eight stories of heroism and justice that will entertain and delight
audiences of all ages. Mill Creek
Jiro Dreams of Sushi Jiro Dreams Of Sushi is the story of 85 year-old Jiro
Ono, considered by many to be the world's greatest sushi chef. He is the
proprietor of Sukiyabashi Jiro, a 10-seat, sushi-only restaurant inauspiciously
located in a Tokyo subway station. Despite its humble appearances, it is the
first restaurant of its kind to be awarded a prestigious 3 star Michelin review,
and sushi lovers from around the globe make repeated pilgrimage, calling
months in advance and shelling out top dollar for a coveted seat at Jiro's
sushi bar. Magnolia
Marley Bob Marley's universal appeal, impact on music history, and role as a
social and political prophet is both unique and unparalleled. Marley is the
definitive life story of the musician, revolutionary, legend, and the man, from
his early days to his rise to international superstardom. Made with the
support of the Marley family, the film features rare footage, incredible never
before seen performances and music, and revelatory interviews with the
people that knew him best. Magnolia
Warriors Of The Rainbow In the mountains of Taiwan, two races clashed in
defense of their faiths. One believed in rainbows, the other believed in the
sun. Neither side realized they both believed in the same sky. Wei Te-Sheng's
epic film Warriors of the Rainbow: Seediq Bale retells an extraordinary
episode from 20th-century history which is little-known, even in Taiwan.
Between 1895 and 1945, a Japanese colony inhabited the island and
subdued the aboriginal tribes who first settled the land. Seediq leader
Mounda Rudo (Lin Ching-Tai) forged a coalition with other tribal leaders and
plotted a rebellion against their Japanese colonial masters. The initial
uprising took the Japanese by surprise, but they soon sent in their army to
crush the rebellion, using aircraft and poison gas. Well Go USA
Blue Like Jazz Based on the New York Times best seller that swept the
nation, Blue Like Jazz is a groundbreaking film about finding yourself. Don
(Marshall Allman), a pious nineteen-year-old sophomore at a Texas junior
college, impulsively decides to escape his religious upbringing for life in the
Pacific Northwest at Reed College in Portland, one of the most progressive
campuses in America. Reed's surroundings and eccentric student body
prove to be far different from the environment from which he came, forcing
him to embark on a journey of self- discovery to understand who he is and
what he truly believes. Lionsgate

